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Abstract

The present contribution deals with the derivation of a generic hyperelastic Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian for-

mulation on the basis of a consistent variational framework. The governing equations follow straightforwardly from

the Dirichlet principle for conservative mechanical systems. Thereby, the key idea is the reformulation of the total

variation of the potential energy at fixed referential coordinates in terms of its variation at fixed material and at fixed

spatial coordinates. The corresponding Euler–Lagrange equations define the spatial and the material motion version of

the balance of linear momentum, i.e. the balance of spatial and material forces, in a consistent dual format. In the

discretised setting, the governing equations are solved simultaneously rendering the spatial and the material configu-

ration which minimise the overall potential energy of the system. The remeshing strategy of the ALE formulation is thus

no longer user-defined but objective in the sense of energy minimisation. If the governing equations are derived from a

potential, i.e. either from an incremental potential or from a total potential as in the present case, they are inherently

symmetric, both in the continuous case and in the discrete case. This symmetry property is particularly appealing since

it ensures symmetric system matrices upon discretisation.
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1. Introduction

Historically, two fundamental frameworks to describe the relevant kinematics have dominated contin-

uum mechanics research and applications. Firstly, one can follow the material in time and describe motion
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and deformation by registration of the successive spatial positions that each physical ‘particle’ occupies.
This approach is commonly known as the Lagrangian description, and it is primarily used by the solid

mechanics community. Secondly, one can attain a fixed position in space and record the flow of physical

‘particles’ along this point in order to describe motion and deformation of matter. The latter approach is

normally termed the Eulerian description, and it is mainly used in fluid mechanics.

This separation in approaches for solid mechanics and fluid mechanics has been carried over to the

numerical applications that have emerged in more recent years. However, it has long been recognised that

Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions of continuum behaviour have their limitations in case numerical

solution strategies are taken. For instance, in Lagrangian finite element meshes the nodes are attached one-
to-one to the material particles. Therefore, excessive deformation of the material invariably leads to

excessive deformation of the mesh, which may result in element entanglement and singularities in the

isoparametric mapping of the elements. On the other hand, Eulerian grids are attached one-to-one to space,

so that large boundary motion of the material cannot be accounted for accurately. Furthermore, a difficulty

arises when fluid–structure interaction is considered: when the fluid is described by a Eulerian method and

the structure by a Lagrangian method, an ambiguity pertains for the interface zone.

To combine the advantages and to avoid the limitations of either approach, Arbitrary Lagrangian–

Eulerian (ALE) approaches have been proposed in the literature, see e.g. the early approaches by Don�ea
et al. [1], Belytschko and Kennedy [2], Don�ea [3,4], Hughes et al. [5] or Liu [6] or the more recent work of

Huerta and Casadei [7], Belytschko et al. [8], Wall [9], Braess and Wriggers [10], Rodr�ıguez-Ferran et al.

[11], Don�ea and Huerta [12] and Kuhl et al. [13]. For more sophisticated applications in the context of mesh

adaptivity, we refer to Pijaudier-Cabot et al. [14], the recent works of Askes et al. [15–19], Yamada and

Kikuchi [20] and Armero and Love [21]. As is implied by this denotation, an ALE approach is neither

purely Lagrangian (i.e. nodes of a grid are not attached to the material) nor is it purely Eulerian (i.e. nodes

of a grid are not fixed in space). In contrast, nodes are free to move in space independently of the material.

Whereas the motion of the material is set by the applicable equations of mechanics, the motion of the nodes
has to be prescribed by the user. As such, the motion of the nodes has become an additional unknown.

It is instructive to notice that in most solid mechanics ALE applications, a so-called uncoupled or

staggered solution scheme is chosen. Then, within a time step two substeps are taken: firstly, mesh motion is

neglected and the equations of mechanics are solved by a purely Lagrangian substep; secondly, the mesh

motion is determined and the state variables are transferred from the old mesh positions to the new mesh

positions via a purely Eulerian (convective) substep. In other words, firstly the motion of material particles

in space is followed, and secondly the convection of material along fixed points in space is tracked.

The issue of the Lagrangian and Eulerian viewpoint is strongly related to the spatial and material setting
of continuum mechanics as illustrated e.g in the recent textbooks by Maugin [22], Gurtin [23] and Kienzler

and Herrmann [24] and Silhav�y [25] or in the excellent monographs by Maugin [26] and Gurtin [27]. Within

the former approach, spatial placements of physical particles are followed through the surrounding space at

fixed material position while the latter approach is based on the analysis of changes in the material

placement of particles relative to the ambient material at fixed spatial position. In this context, two

completely dual formulations can be derived whereby the former, the mechanics on the spatial manifold, is

typically referred to as Newtonian mechanics whereas the latter format is often referred to as mechanics on

the material manifold or Eshelbian mechanics. This aspect of duality has been highlighted first by Shield
[28] and was elaborated further recently in our own group, see Steinmann [29–32] and Kuhl et al. [33].

While the spatial motion problem typically deals with spatial or Newtonian forces which are essentially

conjugate to spatial variations at fixed material positions, material or Eshelbian forces are generated by

material variations at fixed positions in the spatial configuration. Classically, material forces were intro-

duced in the context of material inhomogeneities, e.g. cracks or dislocations. The original work of Eshelby

[34,35] thus deals with the forces acting on continuum defects or singularities. The first discussion on discrete

material forces introduced by the finite element discretisation dates back to Braun [36]. In this context,
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finite element nodes can be interpreted as discrete defects inducing discrete material forces. Meshing can
thus be improved by moving the nodes in the direction opposite the corresponding material forces and thus

further lowering the overall energy, see Mueller and Maugin [37], Askes et al. [19], Thoutireddy and Ortiz

[38] and Thoutireddy [39]. Vanishing material node point forces thus correspond to optimal meshes, i.e.

meshes which render a minimum in potential energy. In contrast to heuristically formulated ALE-based

remeshing strategies, the approach suggested herein is strictly embedded in a variational framework and

thus renders symmetric system matrices upon discretisation. Moreover, the remeshing strategy follows

straightforwardly from the evaluation of the variational principle, such that no additional user-defined

remeshing parameters need to be introduced.
The present contribution is organised as follows. After reviewing the relevant ALE kinematics in Section

2, we will illustrate the variational framework of our ALE formulation based on the ALE Dirichlet

principle in Section 3. The variations of the total potential energy with respect to the spatial coordinates at

fixed material position and with respect to the material coordinates at fixed spatial position render the

corresponding spatial and material version of the Euler–Lagrange equations, a non-linear set of equations

which will be linearised in Section 4. Section 5 finally treats its spatial discretisation in terms of the material

and the spatial reference mapping. A first discussion of this generic formulation will be given in Section 6,

whereas a specification to a classical compressible Neo–Hooke material model and related computational
issues are treated in Part 2 of this contribution by Askes et al. [40].
2. ALE kinematics

Let us briefly summarise the fundamental kinematic relations of the present ALE formulation which is

basically characterised through the introduction of an independent fixed reference domain B� next to the

classical material and spatial domain B0 and Bt. Thereby, any scalar- or tensor-valued quantity per unit
volume in either B�, B0 or Bt will be denoted as f�g

�
, f�g0 or f�gt, respectively. The following consid-

erations are essentially based on two independent mappings, i.e. the referential maps from the fixed

referential configuration B� to the material configuration B0 and from the referential configuration B� to

the spatial configuration Bt as illustrated in Fig. 1. Let ~U with

X ¼ ~Uðn; tÞ : B� ! B0 ð1Þ
Fig. 1. Referential maps and referential tangent maps.
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denote the mapping of physical particles from a fixed position n in the referential domain B� to their

material position X in the material domain B0. Its referential gradient ~f

~f ¼ rn
~Uðn; tÞ : TB� ! TB0

~j ¼ det ~f > 0 ð2Þ
defines the related tangent map from the referential tangent space TB� to the material tangent space

TB0 with the related Jacobian ~j. With ~j > 0, we assure the existence of the inverse map ~u with

n ¼ ~uðX ; tÞ : B0 ! B� whereby ~F ¼ rX ~uðX ; tÞ ¼ ~f �1 : TB0 ! TB� with ~J ¼ det ~F ¼ 1=~j > 0. Moreover,

we introduce the second independent mapping �u from the referential domain B� to the spatial domain B0.

x ¼ �uðn; tÞ : B� ! Bt: ð3Þ
The related referential gradient �F and its Jacobian �J

�F ¼ rn�uðn; tÞ : TB� ! TBt
�J ¼ det �F > 0 ð4Þ

characterise the corresponding tangent map from the referential tangent space TB� to the spatial tangent

space TBt. The related inverse map �U can be expressed as n ¼ �Uðx; tÞ : Bt ! B� with
�f ¼ rx

�Uðx; tÞ ¼ �F�1 : TBt ! TB� and �j ¼ det �f ¼ 1=�J > 0. The variation and the linearisation at fixed

referential coordinate n denoted as df�g ¼ df�gjnfixed and Df�g ¼ Df�gjnfixed will be referred to as total

variation and total linearisation in the sequel. They can be expressed as the variation or linearisation with

respect to the spatial coordinates x at fixed material coordinates X denoted as dxf�g or Dxf�g, respectively,
plus a contribution with respect to the material coordinates X at fixed spatial coordinates x denoted as

dXf�g or DXf�g.
df�g ¼ dxf�g þ dXf�g Df�g ¼ Dxf�g þ DXf�g: ð5Þ

The individual contributions dxf�g, dXf�g, Dxf�g and DXf�g will be defined in the following subsections.

With these definitions at hand, we can now formulate the kinematics of the spatial and the material motion

problem. For the former we typically follow spatial placements x of physical particles through the ambient

space at fixed material position X corresponding to a Lagrangian viewpoint. For the latter, material

placements X of physical particles are followed through the ambient material at fixed spatial position x, the
observer thus takes the Eulerian viewpoint. Recall, however, that neither the spatial nor the material

deformation map represent an independent mapping in the present context since both can be reformulated

in terms of the referential mappings defined above.

2.1. Spatial motion problem

In the spatial motion problem, the placement x of a physical particle in the spatial configuration Bt is

described by the non-linear spatial deformation map u

x ¼ uðX ; tÞ ¼ �uðn; tÞ � ~uðX ; tÞ : B0 ! Bt ð6Þ

in terms of the placement X in the material configuration B0, see Fig. 2.

It can thus be understood as a composition of the referential maps �u and ~u. The related spatial motion

deformation gradient F, i.e. the linear tangent map associated with the spatial motion deformation map, is

given as

F ¼ rXuðX ; tÞ ¼ �F � ~F : TB0 ! TBt J ¼ detF ¼ �J~J > 0 ð7Þ

with J denoting the related Jacobian. Note that the spatial motion deformation gradient is essentially

characterised through the multiplicative decomposition in terms of the referential gradients �F and ~F. As

typical strain measures of the spatial motion problem, we introduce the right and left spatial motion

Cauchy–Green strain tensors C ¼ F t � F and b ¼ F � F t, respectively. In what follows, the variation and
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linearisation of a function f�g with respect to the spatial coordinates~x at fixed material coordinates X will

be denoted as dxf�g ¼ df�gjXfixed and Dxf�g ¼ Df�gjXfixed. Consequently, the variation and linearisation of
the spatial motion deformation map and its gradient can be expressed in the following form.

dxu ¼ d�u dxF ¼ rXd�u;

Dxu ¼ D�u DxF ¼ rXD�u:
ð8Þ

In the sequel, we will particularly make use of the following expressions,

dxf�g0ðF;u;XÞ ¼ DFf�g0 : rXd�uþ oxf�g0 � d�u;
Dxf�g0ðF;u;XÞ ¼ DFf�g0 : rXD�uþ oxf�g0 � D�u

ð9Þ

which relate the linearisation and variation of a scalar-valued function f�g0 with a possible dependence on

the deformation gradient F, the deformation map u and the material position X to its derivative with

respect to the deformation gradient DFf�g0 and its explicit derivative with respect to the spatial coordinate

oxf�g0.

2.2. Material motion problem

In complete analogy to the spatial motion problem, we can introduce a material motion map U defining

the mapping of the placement X of physical particles in the material configuration B0

X ¼ Uðx; tÞ ¼ ~Uðn; tÞ � �Uðx; tÞ : Bt ! B0 ð10Þ
in terms of the related placement x in the spatial configuration Bt. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the material

deformation map can thus be interpreted as a composition of the referential mappings ~U and �U. The re-

lated linear tangent map from the spatial tangent space TBt to the material tangent space TB0 is defined
through the material motion deformation gradient f and its Jacobian j,

f ¼ rxUðx; tÞ ¼ ~f � �f : TBt ! TB0 j ¼ det f ¼ ~j�j > 0; ð11Þ
Fig. 3. Material deformation map and material tangent map.
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whereby f can be decomposed multiplicatively in the referential gradients ~f and �f . The right and left

material motion Cauchy–Green strain tensors c ¼ f t � f and B ¼ f � f t represent characteristic strain

measures of the material motion problem. The variation and the linearisation of any function f�g with

respect to the material coordinates X at fixed spatial coordinates x denoted as dXf�g ¼ df�gjxfixed and

DXf�g ¼ Df�gjxfixed define the variation and linearisation of the material motion deformation map and its

gradient in the following form.

dXU ¼ d ~U dXf ¼ rxd ~U;

DXU ¼ D ~U DXf ¼ rxD ~U:
ð12Þ

Moreover, we obtain the following relation

dXf�gtðf ;U; xÞ ¼ df f�gt : rxd ~Uþ oXf�gt � d ~U;

DXf�gtðf ;U; xÞ ¼ dff�gt : rxD ~Uþ oXf�gt � D ~U
ð13Þ

between the variation and the linearisation of a scalar-valued function f�gt as a function of f , U and x, the
related derivative with respect to the material motion deformation gradient df f�gt and the explicit deriv-
ative with respect to the material coordinate oXf�gt.

Remark 1 (Spatial vs. material quantities). In the continuous case, the spatial and the material motion

problem are related through the identity maps in B0 and Bt,

idB0
¼ UðuðX ; tÞ; tÞ idBt ¼ uðUðx; tÞ; tÞ ð14Þ

while the spatial and the material deformation gradient are simply related by their inverses.

f ¼ F�1 ¼ ~f � �f F ¼ f �1 ¼ �F � ~F: ð15Þ

Scalar-valued or tensorial quantities with material reference f�g0 and spatial reference f�gt are related

through the well-known transformation formulae.

f�gt ¼ jf�g0 ¼ ~j�jf�g0 f�g0 ¼ Jf�gt ¼ �J~Jf�gt: ð16Þ

Moreover, the equivalences of vector- or tensor-valued material surface fluxes f�g through the boundary

of the material domain oB0 and the corresponding spatial surface fluxes f}g through the spatial boundary
oBt render the well-known Nanson’s formulae.

f}g ¼ jf�g � F t ¼ ~j�jf�g � ~F t � �F t f�g ¼ Jf}g � f t ¼ �J~Jf}g � �f t � ~f t: ð17Þ

Later on, we will further invoke the following relations between the derivative of a scalar-valued function

f�g0 or f�gt with respect to the spatial and material motion deformation gradient

DFf�g0 ¼ f�g0f
t � J f t � df f�gt � f

t df f�gt ¼ f�gtF t � jF t �DFf�g0 � F t ð18Þ

which has been given earlier by Steinmann [30].

Remark 2 (Lagragian vs. Eulerian viewpoint). The classical Lagrangian and Eulerian viewpoint can be

derived as special cases of the above formulation with keeping either ~U or �u fixed such that either u ¼ �u or

U ¼ ~U. In the first case corresponding the Lagrangian viewpoint, the referential configurationB� coincides

with the material configuration B0 while in the second case, corresponding to the Eulerian viewpoint, the

referential configuration B� coincides with the spatial configuration Bt.
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Remark 3 (Rates of kinematic quantities). The issue of rates of kinematic quantities which is closely related

to the formulation of appropriate ALE transport theorems is beyond the scope of the present study. It

becomes relevant in particular for transient problems which will are part of current research and will

therefore be treated in a separate contribution.
3. ALE Dirichlet principle

In what follows, we shall restrict ourselves to the hyperelastostatic case for conservative systems for

which the Dirichlet principle defines the appropriate variational setting. In this context, we introduce the

internal potential energy density W� per unit volume in B�, which is typically referred to as strain energy

density. Conservative loading is characterised through the external potential energy density for conserva-

tive systems V� per unit volume in B�.

W�ð�F; ~f ; nÞ ¼ ~jW0ðF;XÞ ¼ �JWtðf ;UÞ;
V�ð�u; ~U; nÞ ¼ ~jV0ðu;XÞ ¼ �JVtðU; xÞ:

ð19Þ

The total potential energy density U� per unit volume in B� can thus be expressed as the sum of the

corresponding internal and external contribution W� and V� as U� ¼ W� þ V�.

U�ð�F; ~f ; �u; ~U; nÞ ¼ ~jU0ðF;u;XÞ ¼ �JUtðf ;U; xÞ: ð20Þ
Then, the conservative mechanical system is essentially characterised through the total energy I defined

through the integration of U� over the reference domain B�,

Ið�u; ~UÞ ¼
Z
B�

U� dV� ! inf ; ð21Þ

whereby, in this context, dV� denotes the volume differential element. The infimum of the total potential

energy I corresponds to a vanishing total variation, i.e. the variation at fixed referential coordinates n.

dI ¼ dxIþ dXI ¼ 0: ð22Þ
According to Eq. (5), this total variation consists of a variation with respect to the spatial coordinates x at

fixed material coordinates X plus variation with respect to the material coordinates X at fixed spatial

coordinates x. These variations will be elaborated in detail in the sequel. Thereby, we will particularly

emphasise the striking duality of both formulations.

3.1. Spatial motion problem

The variation of the total energyI with respect to the spatial coordinates X at fixed material coordinates

X can be expressed in the following form.

dxI ¼
Z
B0

rXd�u : DFU0 þ d�u � oxU0 dV0 ¼
Z
Bt

rxd�u : ½UtI � f t � dfUt� þ d�u � oxUt dVt : ð23Þ

Hereby, we have made use of Eq. (9) for the variation of scalar-valued functions. Note that the push

forward to the spatial domain given in the second line will be needed later on for the linearisation at fixed

spatial coordinates. Thereby, the push forward of the first contribution is essentially based on the kinematic

relation (18). The above format motivates the introduction of the spatial motion momentum fluxes Pt and

rt ¼ jPt � F t, whereby the former denotes the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor while the latter is typically
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referred to as Cauchy stress. Moreover, we introduce the corresponding momentum sources b0 and bt, i.e.
the spatial volume force densities per unit volume in B0 and Bt, respectively.

Pt ¼ DFU0 b0 ¼ �oxU0;

rt ¼ UtI � f t � dfUt bt ¼ �oxUt:
ð24Þ

With the above definitions, the variation of the total energy (23) with respect to the spatial coordinates x
takes the following more familiar format.

dxI ¼
Z
B0

rXd�u : Pt dV0 �
Z
B0

d�u � b0 dV0 ¼
Z
Bt

rxd�u : rt dVt �
Z
Bt

d�u : bt dVt : ð25Þ

According to the specific parametrisation of the internal and external potential energy density W0 and V0
introduced in Eq. (19), we obtain the following explicit representations for the spatial motion momentum

fluxes and sources,

Pt ¼ DFW0 b0 ¼ �oxV0;

rt ¼ WtI � f t � dfWt bt ¼ �oxVt
ð26Þ

by making use of the fact that DFV0 � 0, oxW0 � 0 and df Vt � VtF
t. The specification of the internal po-

tential energy density W0 and the corresponding spatial motion momentum fluxes Pt and rt for the par-

ticular case of a classical compressible Neo–Hooke material is given in the Appendix A.1.

3.2. Material motion problem

With the help of Eq. (9), the variation of total energy I with respect to the material coordinates X at

fixed spatial coordinates x takes the following format.

dXI ¼
Z
Bt

rxd ~U : dfUt þ d ~U � oXUt dVt ¼
Z
B0

rXd ~U : ½U0I � F t �DFU0� þ d ~U � oXU0 dV0: ð27Þ

The pull back to the material domain expressed in the second line of the above equation will be needed later

on for the linearisation at fixed material coordinates X . In complete analogy to the spatial motion case, we

can introduce the material motion momentum fluxes pt and Rt, a two-point stress tensor of Piola–Kirchhoff
type and the classical Eshelby stress, respectively. Accordingly, the corresponding momentum sources, the

material volume force densities per unit volume in Bt and B0, are introduced as Bt and B0.

pt ¼ dfUt Bt ¼ �oXUt;

Rt ¼ U0I � F t �DFU0 B0 ¼ �oXU0:
ð28Þ

Consequently, the spatial variation of the total energy (27) can be reformulated in the following form.

dXI ¼
Z
Bt

rxd ~U : pt dVt �
Z
Bt

d ~U � Bt dVt ¼
Z
B0

rXd ~U : Rt dV0 �
Z
B0

d ~U � B0 dV0: ð29Þ

By making use of the specific parametrisation of the internal and external potential energy introduced in
Eq. (19), we can reformulate the momentum fluxes and sources.

pt ¼ dfWt þ VtF
t Bt ¼ �oXWt � oXVt ;

Rt ¼ U0I � F t �DFW0 B0 ¼ �oXW0 � oXV0:
ð30Þ

Note that for the material motion problem, neither df Vt 6¼ 0 nor oXWt 6¼ 0 vanish identically. In the above

expressions, we have made use of the identities df Vt ¼ VtF
t and DFVt ¼ 0, whereby the former accounts for

contributions of possible volume forces. For the particular case of a classical compressible Neo–Hooke
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material, the internal potential energy density Wt and the corresponding material motion momentum fluxes

pt and Rt are given in the Appendix A.2.

Remark 4 (Spatial vs. material quantities). In the continuous case, we can define the following relations

between the spatial and material momentum fluxes.

Pt ¼ U0f
t � J f t � pt � f t rt ¼ UtI � f t � pt;

pt ¼ UtF
t � jF t �Pt � F t Rt ¼ U0I � F t �Pt:

ð31Þ
Remark 5 (Spatial vs. material Euler–Lagrange equations). The material and spatial variation of the total

potential energy density suggest the spatial and the material version of the Euler–Lagrange field equations

divXðDFU0Þ � oXU0 ¼ 0 divXðdfUtÞ � oXUt ¼ 0

which can be recast into the following more familiar statements

divXP
t þ b0 ¼ 0 divxp

t þ Bt ¼ 0

with the help of the definitions for the momentum fluxes and sources introduced in Eqs. (24) and (28). The

former is typically referred to as the classical or spatial motion momentum balance while the latter cor-

responds to the material motion momentum balance also referred to as the balance of pseudomomentum.

Recall that the former represents the balance of spatial forces, i.e. forces in the sense of Newton, while the

latter corresponds to the balance of material forces, i.e. forces in the sense of Eshelby which are typically

applied in defect mechanics.
4. Linearisation

The total variation of the overall potential energy dI renders the set of Euler–Lagrange field equations

which represent a non-linear coupled system of equations in terms of the material and spatial coordinates.

In what follows, we shall derive the total linearisation of this variational format, i.e. its linearisation at fixed

referential coordinates n.

DdI ¼ D½dxIdXI� ¼ DxdxIþ DXdxIþ DxdXIþ DXdXI: ð32Þ
Similar to the total variation, the total linearisation consists of the linearisation with respect to the spatial

coordinates x at fixed material coordinates X plus the linearisation with respect to the material coordinates

X at fixed spatial coordinates x which will be elaborated in detail in the sequel.

4.1. Spatial motion problem

Let us first consider the linearisation of spatial motion problem dxI with respect to x at fixed material
coordinates X which follows from the linearisation of the first line of Eq. (23) defined over the material

domain B0.

DxdxI ¼
Z
B0

rXd�u : ½D2
FFU0 : rXD�uþ oxDFU0 � D�u� þ d�u � ½DFoxU0 : rXD�uþ o2xxU0 � D�u�dV0:

ð33Þ
For the particular parametrisation chosen in (19), the first term D2

FFU0 ¼ D2
FFW0 represents the classical

tangent operator, the second and third term DFoxU0 ¼ oxDFU0 ¼ 0 vanish identically and the fourth term
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o2xxU0 ¼ o2xxV0 accounts for deformation dependent loading if V0 is a non-linear function in x. In what

follows, we shall assume the particular case with V0 ¼ �b0 � u with b0 ¼ const. such that o2xxV0 ¼ 0. The

linearisation of spatial motion problem with respect to the material coordinates X at fixed spatial coor-

dinates x follows from the second line of Eq. (23) defined over the spatial domain Bt.

DXdxI ¼
Z
Bt

rxd�u : ½I � dfUt � I�½dfUt�t � f t � d2
ffUt� : rxD ~U

þrxd�u : ½I � oXUt � f t � oXdfUt� � D ~Uþ d�u � ½df oxUt : rxD ~Uþ oXoxUt � D ~U�dVt : ð34Þ

In particular, for the problems considered later on with the parametrisation suggested in (19) and with the

assumption of material homogeneity and thus no explicit dependence on the material coordinate X such

that oXUt ¼ 0 the above linearisations reduce to the following expressions.

DxdxI ¼
Z
B0

rXd�u : A : rXD�udV0 ¼
Z
B0

rxd�u : c : rxD�udV0;

DXdxI ¼
Z
Bt

rxd�u : df r
t : rxD ~UdVt �

Z
Bt

d�u � bt � F : rxD ~UdVt :
ð35Þ

Hereby, we have made use of the definitions (28) with pt ¼ dfUt and bt ¼ �oxUt and the abbreviations

A ¼ D2
FFU0 ¼ DFP

t c ¼ ½I�F� : A : ½I�F t�;
df r

t ¼ I � pt � I�p� g g ¼ ½f t� I � : a : ½I� I �;
ð36Þ

whereby the component representation of the non-standard dyadic products reads f���gijkl ¼
f�gik � f�gjl and f���gijkl ¼ f�gil � f�gjk. The fourth order operator g is defined in terms of the material

motion tangent operator a to be introduced in the next subsection. The specification of the individual

tangent operators A, c and g for a classical compressible Neo–Hooke material is given in the Appendix A.
4.2. Material motion problem

The linearisation of the material motion problem dXI with respect to the material coordinates X at fixed

spatial coordinates x follows from the first row of Eq. (27) which is defined over the spatial domain Bt.

DXdXI ¼
Z
Bt

rxd ~U : ½d2
ffUt : rxD ~Uþ oXdfUt � D ~U� þ d ~U � ½df oXUt : rxD ~Uþ o2XXUt � D ~U�dVt : ð37Þ

Herein, the first term d2
ffUt constitutes the material motion tangent operator. In the materially homoge-

neous case considered later on, the second, third and fourth term vanish identically since oXUt ¼ 0. For the

linearisation of the material motion problem with respect to the spatial coordinates x at fixed material

coordinates X we make use of the second line of Eq. (27) defined over the material domain B0. It renders

the following expression.

DxdXI ¼
Z
B0

rXd ~U : ½I �DFU0 � I�½DFU0�t � F t �D2
FFU0� : rXD�u

þrXd ~U : ½I � oxU0 � F t � oxDFU0� � D�uþ d ~U � ½DFoXU0 : rXD�uþ oxoXU0 � D�u�dV0: ð38Þ

Recall that for the materially homogeneous case to be considered in the sequel, the last two terms vanish

identically since oXU0 ¼ 0. Moreover, as oxDFU0 ¼ oxP
t ¼ 0 the fifth term vanishes as well. Consequently,

the above linearisations thus reduce to the following expressions
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DXdXI ¼
Z
Bt

rxd ~U : a : rxD ~UdVt ¼
Z
Bt

rXd ~U : C : rXD ~UdVt ;

DxdXI ¼
Z
B0

rXd ~U : DFR
t : rXD�udV0 �

Z
B0

rXd ~U : I � b0 � D�udV0

ð39Þ

with the definitions Pt ¼ DFU0 and b0 ¼ �oxU0 according to Eq. (24) and the abbreviations

a ¼ d2
ffUt ¼ df p

t C ¼ ½I� f � : a : ½I� f t�;
DFR

t ¼ I �Pt � I�P� G G ¼ ½F t� I � : A : ½I� I �;
ð40Þ

whereby the fourth order operator G is defined in terms of the spatial motion tangent operator A which was

introduced in the previous subsection in equation (36). The specification of the individual tangent operators

a, C and G for the particular case of a classical compressible Neo–Hooke material is given in the Appendix

A.
Remark 6 (Symmetry). Since the present ALE formulation is derived from a potential, the variational

ALE technique is symmetric in the sense that DXdxI correlates with DxdXI. Symmetry is not visible

explicitly when comparing Eqs. (34) and (38), because the main focus of the present contribution was the

aspect of duality. The issue of symmetry will be elaborated in detail in Part 2 of this paper, see Askes et al.

[40]. The symmetry property is particularly appealing in the context of the finite element formulation

which will be derived in the next section since it carries over to symmetric system matrices upon discreti-

sation.
5. Discretisation

In the spirit of the finite element method, the reference domain B� is discretised in nel elements which are

characterised through the corresponding element domain Be
�
. The underlying geometry n is interpolated

elementwise by the shape functions Ni
n in terms of the discrete node point positions ni of the i ¼ 1; . . . ; nen

element nodes.

B� ¼
[nel
e¼1

Be
�

nhjBe
�

¼
Xnen
i¼1

Ni
nni: ð41Þ

Following the isoparametric concept, the unknowns �u and ~U are interpolated on the element level with the

same shape functions Ni
�u and Nj

~U
as the element geometry n. Similar shape functions are applied to inter-

polate the test functions d�u and d ~U according to the classical Bubnov–Galerkin technique.

d�uhjBe
�

¼
Xnen
i¼1

Ni
�ud�ui 2 H 0

1 ðB�Þ �uhjBe
�

¼
Xnen
k¼1

Nk
�u�ukD 2 H1ðB�Þ;

d ~UhjBe
�

¼
Xnen
j¼1

Nj
~U
d ~Uj 2 H 0

1 ðB�Þ ~UhjBe
�

¼
Xnen
l¼1

Nl
~U
~Ul 2 H1ðB�Þ:

ð42Þ

Consequently, the related gradients of the test functionsrnd�uh andrnd ~U
h and the gradients of the primary

unknowns rn�u
h and rn

~Uh take the following elementwise interpolation.
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rnd�u
hjBe

�

¼
Xnen
i¼1

d�ui �rnNi
�u rn�u

hjBe
�

¼
Xnen
k¼1

�uk �rnNk
�u;

rnd ~U
hjBe

�

¼
Xnen
j¼1

d ~Uj �rnN
j
~U

rn
~UhjBe

�

¼
Xnen
l¼1

~Ul �rnNl
~U:

ð43Þ

In particular, rn�u
h and rn

~Uh denote the discrete deformation gradients �Fh ¼ rn�u
h and ~f h ¼ rn

~Uh, which

define the discrete spatial and material deformation gradient as Fh ¼ �Fh � ~Fh and f h ¼ ~f h � �f h. With the

above suggested discretisations at hand, the discrete residual of the balance of momentum of the spatial

motion problem RI
�u and of the material motion problem RJ

~U can be expressed 8I ; J ¼ 1; . . . ; nnp as

RI
�uð�uh; ~UhÞ ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

rxNi
�u � rdVt �

Z
oBte

t

N i
�utt dAt �

Z
Be

t

N i
�ubt dVt ¼ 0;

RJ
~Uð�u

h; ~UhÞ ¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

0

rXN
j
~U
� RdV0 �

Z
oBte

0

Nj
~U
T0 dA0 �

Z
Be

0

Nj
~U
b0 dV0 ¼ 0

ð44Þ

with the understanding that the operator Anel
e¼1 denotes the assembly over all e ¼ 1; . . . ; nel element con-

tributions at the i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; nen element nodes to the global node point residuals at all I ; J ¼ 1; . . . ; nnp
global node points. The above derived discrete residual statements represent a highly non-linear coupled
system of equations which can be solved efficiently within the framework of a monolithic incremental

iterative Newton–Raphson solution strategy. To this end, we perform a consistent linearisation of the

governing equations

RIkþ1
�u ¼ RIk

�u þ dRI
�u¼
:
0 dRI

�u ¼
Xnnp
K¼1

KIK
�u�ud�uK þ

Xnnp
L¼1

KIL
�u~U � d ~UL;

RJkþ1
~U ¼ RJk

~U þ dRJ
~U¼
:
0 dRJ

~U ¼
Xnnp
K¼1

KJK
~U�ud�uK þ

Xnnp
L¼1

KJL
~U~U � d ~UL

ð45Þ

with dRI
�u and dRJ

~U denoting the iterative residual of the iteration k þ 1. The iteration matrices KIK
�u�u, K

IL
�u~U,

KJK
~U�u and KJL

~U~U can finally be expressed as

KIK
�u�u ¼

oRI
�u

o�uK

¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

0

rxNi
�u � c � rxNk

�u dV0;

KIL
�u~U ¼

oRI
�u

o ~UL

¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

rxNi
�u � df r

t � rxNl
~U dVt �

Z
Be

t

N i
�ubt � rXNl

~U dVt ;

KJK
~U�u ¼ oRJ

~U

o�uK

¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

0

rXN
j
~U
�DFR

t � rXNk
�u dV0 �

Z
Be

0

rXN
j
~U
� b0Nk

�u dV0;

KJL
~U~U ¼ oRJ

~U

o ~UL

¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

rXN
j
~U
� C � rXNl

~U dVt

ð46Þ

in terms of the fourth order tensors C, df r
t, DFR

t and C according to the definitions (36) and (40) derived

earlier in Section 4. The solution of the system of Eqs. (45) renders the iterative update for the global

unknowns �uI and
~UJ .

�u ¼ �u þ d�u ~U ¼ ~U þ d ~U : ð47Þ
I I I J J J
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Remark 7 (Spatial vs. material quantities). It is important to recognise that the relations between spatial

and material quantities derived in the previous sections are valid only for the continuous case. Upon

discretisation, we introduce the spatial and the material motion problem as independent statements. In

particular, a vanishing residual RI
�u of the spatial motion problem does not necessarily have to correspond to

a vanishing residual RJ
~U of the material motion problem and vice versa, see Askes et al. [40].

Remark 8 (Spatial vs. material forces). The discrete residual RI
�u and RJ

~U introduced in Eq. (44) define the

discrete spatial and material surface forces fIhusur and FJh
Usur,

fIhusur ¼ A
nel

e¼1

Z
Be

t

rxNi
�u � r� Ni

�ubt dVt ;

FJh
Usur ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z
Be

0

rXN
j
~U
� R� Nj

~U
B0 dV0

ð48Þ

which are energetically conjugated to the spatial variations d�uI and to the material variations d ~UJ of the

node point positions. Recall that material forces FJh
Usur are typically associated with positional changes of

defects, e.g. the motion of dislocations or the opening of a crack. In the context considered herein, the finite

element discretisation can thus be interpreted as a source of inhomogeneity introducing discrete defects.

Remark 9 (Lagrangian vs. Eulerian viewpoint). The classical Lagrangian and Eulerian viewpoint can be

derived as special cases with keeping either ~U or �u fixed such that either �u ¼ �u or U ¼ ~U. In the first case

corresponding the Lagrangian viewpoint, the ~U terms in Eqs. (44) and (46) would vanish identically as
RJ

~U ¼ 0, KIL
�u~U ¼ 0, KJK

~U�u ¼ 0 and KJL
~U~U ¼ 0 while for the second case corresponding to the Eulerian viewpoint

the �u terms would vanish such that RI
�u ¼ 0, KIK

�u�u ¼ 0, KIL
�u~U ¼ 0 and KJK

~U�u ¼ 0.

Remark 10 (Monolithic vs. staggered solution). Note that the formulation derived herein suggests a

monolithic solution for the spatial and the material node point positions. However, a staggered solution

scheme can be derived from the proposed algorithm in a straightforward way. It essentially follows from

the above-derived equations by neglecting the coupling matrices KIL
�u~U ¼ 0 and KJK

~U�u ¼ 0 such that the spatial

and the material motion problem can be solved individually. A detailed comparison between monolithic
and staggered schemes is given in Part 2 of this contribution, see Askes et al. [40].
6. Discussion

The main idea of the present contribution was the derivation of an Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian

formulation which is embedded in a consistent variational framework. Being essentially characterised

through a spatial and a material mapping, the formulation is inherently related to the mechanics on the
spatial and the material manifold. The governing equations follow straightforwardly from the evaluation of

the corresponding ALE Dirichlet principle based on the total variation of the overall potential energy. By

reformulating this total variation with respect to fixed reference coordinates as the sum of the variation with

respect to the spatial coordinates at fixed material positions plus the variation with respect to the material

coordinates at fixed spatial position, we obtained the Euler–Lagrange equations of the ALE formulation,

i.e. the spatial and the material motion version of the balance of linear momentum. The solution of the

former renders the spatial configuration while the latter defines the related material configuration and thus

the optimal node point positions of the underlying mesh which minimises the overall potential energy.
The Euler–Lagrange equations can be interpreted as spatial and material force balance, respectively. In

the continuous hyperelastic case, both statements are entirely equivalent for homogeneous problems.
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However, this equivalence is no longer valid upon discretisation, i.e. a vanishing discrete spatial forces do
not necessarily have to coincide with vanishing discrete material forces and vice versa. Paralleling the

traditional application, where continuous material forces are used to investigate material inhomogeneities,

discrete material forces can be used to detect numerical inhomogeneities induced by the underlying finite

element discretisation. An additional release of energy can be observed when moving nodes of the finite

element mesh in the direction opposite to the material force acting on it. An optimal mesh thus corresponds

to vanishing discrete material node point forces. In this sense, the remeshing strategy is no longer user-

defined but objective with respect to energy minimisation.

Based on arguments of duality, our formulation is essentially characterised through the discretisation
and simultaneous solution of both, the spatial and the material motion problem. In this sense, the

variational ALE framework is particularly appealing since it renders symmetric system matrices upon

discretisation. The presented generic framework is therefore considered as an elegant and powerful

strategy to derive optimal meshes on a consistent variational basis. Its application to Neo–Hookean

hyperelasticity and particular details concerning its numerical realisation will be elaborated in Part 2 of

this contribution.
Appendix A. Model problem: compressible Neo–Hooke material

In this appendix, we specify the constitutive equations for the model problem of a classical compressible

Neo–Hooke material. For the sake of clarity, we shall restrict ourselves to the specification of the con-

tributions originating from the internal potential energy W�.

A.1. Spatial motion problem

The internal potential energy W0ðFÞ of the spatial motion problem

W0 ¼ 1
2
k0 ln

2 J þ 1
2
l0½F : F t � ndim � 2 ln J � ðA:1Þ

can be expressed in terms of the spatial motion deformation gradient F and its Jacobian J and the cor-

responding Lam�e constants k0 and l0, whereby ndim denotes the number of spatial dimensions. The internal

potential energy basically defines the spatial motion momentum fluxes, i.e. the first Piola–Kirchhoff

stress tensor Pt ¼ DFW0 and the Cauchy stress tensor rt ¼ jPt � F t which take the following explicit

expressions.

Pt ¼ ½k0 ln J � l0�f t þ l0F;

rt ¼ ½kt ln J � lt�I þ ltb:
ðA:2Þ

Moreover, we obtain the following explicit representations for the fourth order tangent operators A, c and

G according to Eq. (36),

A ¼ k0f
t � f t þ l0I� I þ ½l0 � k0 ln J �f t� f ;

c ¼ k0I � I þ l0I�bþ ½l0 � k0 ln J �I� I ;

G ¼ k0I � f t þ l0F
t� I þ ½l0 � k0 ln J �I� f ;

ðA:3Þ

whereby, in particular, A ¼ D2
FFW0 denotes the well-known classical tangent operator of the spatial motion

problem.
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A.2. Material motion problem

The internal potential energy Wtðf Þ of the material motion problem

Wt ¼
1

2
kt ln

2 1

j
þ 1

2
lt ½f �1 � f �t� : I
�

� ndim � 2 ln
1

j

�
ðA:4Þ

is typically parameterised in terms of the material motion deformation gradient f and its Jacobian j, with
the help of the Lam�e constants kt and lt. The material motion momentum fluxes pt ¼ dfWt and Rt ¼ Jpt � f t
thus take the following format.

pt ¼ ½Wt � kt ln J þ lt�F t � ltC � F t;

Rt ¼ ½W0 � k0 ln J þ l0�I � l0C :
ðA:5Þ

Finally, we can specify the fourth order tangent operators a, C and g according to Eq. (40) as

a ¼ ½Wt � 2kt ln J þ 2lt þ kt�F t � F t � ½Wt � kt ln J þ lt�F t�F

� lt½C � F t�F þ F t�F � C � C � F t � F t � F t � C � F t þ C�b�;
C ¼ ½Wt � 2kt ln J þ 2lt þ kt�I � I � ½Wt � kt ln J þ lt�I� I

� lt½C� I þ I�C � C � I � I � C þ C� I �;
g ¼ ½Wt � 2kt ln J þ 2lt þ kt�I � F t � ½Wt � kt ln J þ lt�I�F

� lt½b�F þ I�b � F � b� F t � I � F t � bþ F�b�

ðA:6Þ

with a ¼ d2
ffWt denoting the tangent operator of the material motion problem.

Remark 11 (Spatial vs. material quantities). The corresponding internal potential energies W0 and Wt , and

the Lam�e constants k0 and kt as well as l0 and lt

Wt ¼ jW0 kt ¼ jk0 lt ¼ jl0 ðA:7Þ
are related according to the above–stated transformation formulae.
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